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NEW QUESTION: 1
A project has fallen behind schedule. Upon investigation, the
project manager determines that team members have implemented
requirements relayed via impromptu hallway meetings with the
client.
Which of the following should the project manager do to resolve
this issue?
A. Inform the stakeholders of the issue.

B. Implement change control management.
C. Modify the project baselines.
D. Update the scope management plan.
Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
You create a check variant in the Code Inspector which includes
the check 'Search problematic Select * statements'.
SAP HANA is used as the database. In the check parameters,
which value would you use for the percentage of fields that are
effectively used?
Please choose the correct answer.
Response:
A. A value that you calculate based on the number of tables
B. A higher value than on a traditional, row-store only based
database
C. A lower value than on a traditional, row-store only based
database
D. The same value as on a traditional, row-store only based
database
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Which of the following SQL queries counts the number of
occurrences for each value of the field order_type in the table
orders?
A. SELECT AUTO_COUNT FROM orders COUNT order_type;
B. COUNT(SELECT order_type FROM orders);
C. SELECT COUNT(*) FROM orders ORDER BY order_type;
D. SELECT order_type,COUNT(*) FROM orders GROUP BY order_type;
E. SELECT order_type,COUNT(*) FROM orders WHERE
order_type=order_type;
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 4
Review the following error message: The schema for profiles
specified in the transition ('headxusEmployee') is not
compatible with the schema defined in the delivery template
{'nmsxecipient'). They should be identical.
What is causing this error?
A. There is no audience set in the delivery.
B. The schema in the delivery template is incorrect.
C. The transition is not linked to the delivery.
D. There is no reconciliation with profiles.
Answer: D
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